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Abstract
Two recursive Toeplitz algorithms are used to estimate the Markov parameters of an LTI system from
measurements of the inputs and outputs of a system
and in turn use ERA to construct a minimal realization. The algorithms can be used either on-line or
in an off-line batch mode. The recursive Toeplitz
algorithms are shown to be stable and under the
assumption of a persistent excitation the estimated
Markov parameters converge to the actual Markov
parameters. A numerical example of a second-order
single-input single-output lightly damped system illustrates the stability and convergence properties of
both algorithms. Finally, the algorithms are used to
obtain a 20th-order realization of the dynamics of an
acoustic duct.

1

Introduction

Real-time identification of the dynamics of linear time-varying systems is becoming a requirement
in areas such as health monitoring and damage detection in aircraft and spacecraft structures as well
as noise suppression in the interiors of aircraft and
automobiles. Traditionally, frequency-domain identification methods are conducted off-line requiring
fast Fourier transforms of measured time histories
to construct the frequency response function (FRF)
of the system. Since these algorithms do not lend
themselves to on-line implementation the need exists to develop on-line time-domain identification algorithms. Similarly, the eigensystem realization algorithm (ERA) [3] uses Markov parameters to obtain a
minimal realization of the system. However, these
Markov parameters are usually obtained from an inverse of the FRF.
Recursive time-domain identification techniques
have been studied in the context of neural networks
'Member AIAA.
Research supported in part by the Air Force Office
of Scientific Research under grants F49620-95-1-0019 and
F49620-94-1-0409.
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and learning processes. Hyland [4] introduced the
concept of a constrained gradient descent approach
in identification of finite impulse response systems
which maintained the causal structure but not the
block-ToepIitz structure of the neural network. We
will refer to this as a pseudo-Toeplitz type algorithm.
Ahn [2] used a batch ARMA model and the update
laws of [4] to identify the transfer function coefficients
of infinite impulse response systems. Hyland and others [5], [6] introduced the ARMARKOV model structure and gave noise rejection properties of neural networks incorporating this structure.
This paper introduces two recursive time-domain
identification algorithms for linear systems which
estimate the Markov parameters directly from
time-domain data of the system and in turn use
ERA to construct a minimal realization. The first
algorithm, which we will refer to as the recursive
Toeplitz identification algorithm, is a generalization
of [2]. Vectors comprised of inputs and outputs of the
system are used recursively to estimate a weight matrix containing a desired number of Markov parameters. The differences between the recursive Toeplitz
algorithm and [2] are an ARMARKOV model structure is used and the estimated weight matrix is constrained to be both causal and block-Toeplitz. The
second algorithm, which we will refer to as the recursive pseudo-Toeplitz identification algorithm, is also
a generalization of [2]. While this algorithm uses an
ARMARKOV model structure, the weight matrix is
constrained only to be causal resulting in a computationally simpler expression for the gradient. Once
the estimated weight matrix of either algorithm has
converged, the estimated Markov parameters are extracted and used to construct a Markov block Hankel
matrix which is used within ERA to obtain a minimal realization. Both algorithms are well suited to
be used either in an on-line or off-line batch mode.
Section 2 introduces ARMARKOV models of linear discrete-time systems which include autoregressive moving-average ARMA models as a special
case. Section 3 introduces the recursive Toeplitz
identification algorithm and its stability and con-
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For a positive integer p, define the output vector
vergence properties. Section 4 introduces the rep1
cursive pseudo-Toeplitz identification algorithm and Y(k) 6 7l and the ARMA regressor vector $i(&) €
its stability and convergence properties. Section 5
y(t - 1)
shows how to construct minimal realizations from
the Markov block Hankel matrix of which ERA is
a special case. In Section 6 both the recursive
,
*!(*) =
«(*)
pseudo-Toeplitz and the recursive Toeplitz identifily(k-p
cation algorithms are used to identify a second-order
1).
single-input single-output (SISO) lightly damped sys(9)
tem. In Section 7 the recursive pseudo-ToepIitz/ERA Then the ARMA/Toeplitz representation [4] of (5) is
algorithm is used to identify the acoustic dynamics of
given by
Y(k) = W1^1(k),
(10)
a duct. Concluding remarks are given in Section 8.

2

where the ARMA

ARMARKOV Models
Consider the discrete-time finite-dimensional linear

time-invariant system

x(k+l)
y(k)

= Ax(k) + Bu(k),
= Cx(k) + Du(k),

weight matrix Wi

0«

(1)
(2)

:
0(

where A e 7£ nxn ,B & ft n x m , C e ft' x n , D ell'*"1,
and n is the order of the realization. The Markov

H-!

••

••

o,

••• Oi -Ai
BI

0(xm

•••

parameters Hk are defined by
//t

i
i

£>,

* = -!,
fc

CM S,

where

0(xm

Ol

A

A
Al
=

which satisfy

i

(4)
* = -!

For convenience let O/ and 0;xm denote the / x /
and / x m zero matrices, respectively, and let I\ and
llxm denote the / x / identity matrix and I x m ones
matrix, respectively. The transfer function G(z) can
also be expressed as

BQzn + B^z*-1 + • • • + Bn

where det (zl — A) = zn + a\zn~l +
and
i 6 7l' xm , i = 0, 1, . . .,n. Equating (4) and (5) and
multiplying both sides by zn + aiz"~ 1 + - • -+an yields

0(xr

[Bi

/f-1

Bl

Note that W\ explicitly involves one Markov parameter, namely, H-\.
Next, as introduced in [5], we express j/(£) in terms
of past inputs, past outputs, and Markov parameters.
Substituting (8) with k replaced by k — 1 back into
(8) yields
y(k) = (a?-a 2 )2/(*-2) + (aia2+ • • • + (aia n _i - an)y(k - n)
+ a!a»y(k - n - 1) + B0u(k)

+ (Bi - aiB0)u(k - 1)

(12)

Noting from (6) that
H-i = BQ , HQ = BI — aiB0,

Note that the ARMA representation of (5) is given
=

(13)

and substituting (13) into (12) yields
y(k} = « 2 ,iy(t-2) + - . . + a a , n y ( i - n - l )

by
y(k)

J

•• a n / ( ]eft' x n '
Bn] e 7i'xnm.

(6)

and

(11)

0( X ,

(3)

* > 0,

is the

block-Toeplitz matrix defined by
o,
Ot

-aiy(k - 1) - • •• - any(k - n) + Bou(k)
+ ••• + Bnu(k-n) , k> 0.
(8)
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+ H-iu(k) + H0u(k - 1)
+ Biu(k - 2) + • • • + Bnu(k -n-l),
(14)

where

Defining the ARMARKOV regressor vector $ p (fc) €

A

=

A

B2,i

»(* - /')

= Bi+i -

i , i = 1, . . . , n - 1,

(A: — / i — p — n + 2)
*„(*) =

Since (14) explicitly involves the first two Markov

, u ( t - / i -p-

parameters of G(z), it is called an ARMARKOV
representation. Defining the ARMARKOV regressor it follows that
vector * 2 (Jb) € ft<P+»-i)CH-m)+2m by

(19)

«(*)
n + 2).

(20)

y(fc — 2)

where the ARMARKOV weight matrix Wt, is the
defined by
(15) block-Toeplitz matrix
•Au, Oi ...
Oi

y(k-p-n)
u(fc)

W,

u(k — p — n).

yields the ARMARKOV/Toeplitz

Oi

=

Ol

Oi

L o,

representation [5]

of (5) given by

0|

-Ap

Olxm

where the ARMARKOV weight matrix Wi is the
block-Toeplitz rratrix is defined bv

o(

where

Ot>

Oi

L o,

0(
Olxm

#0

-

where

0|>,

'••

o,,,

A
S\H

=

On

:r:

Ofx

1 c. T? ' x n m

i,n j t

/C

Note that the ARMA model is a specialized ARMARKOV model with /< = 1, while setting // = 1

and /< = 2 in (21) yields (11) and (17).

0(xr

H-i.

0(xm
'••

•

(17)
Ol

H-\

Ho

Remark 2.1 Note that the transfer function of

(18) can be expressed as

A

<?(*) =

A

jfxnm

Note that Wi involves two Markov parameters,
If G(z) is asymptotically stable then lim,,_00 aMi,- =
namely, H-\ and HQ.
0
, lim^oo B,tti = 0 , f = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, if G(z)
An ARMARKOV model whose weight matrix conis
stable then as n increases the ARMARKOV model
tains the first three Markov parameters can be obbecomes
less sensitive to errors in the a^,,- and B^ti
tained by substituting y(k-1) given by (8) into (14).

Repeating this procedure yields an ARMARKOV

terms.

model possessing the first p Markov parameters of

Henceforth, for convenience we drop the subscript
[j. and write W and $(k) for W^ and $ /J (^).

the form

n

3

Recursive Toeplitz Algorithm

Let W(k) denote the estimated ARMARKOV
weight matrix at time k which is constructed to have

(18)

the same structure as W, let Y(k) denote the estimated output vector defined by
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Y(k) = W(k)$(k) €

(22)

and define the output error e(k\by

Lemma 3.1 Consider the error function (24) with
the independent variables (25). Then

(23)

The error function J(k) is defined by
J(k)

(24)

0fc(Jb)

J=l
P

The recursive Toeplitz algorithm^ constrains the
gradient of J ( k ) with respect to W(k),
and hence
7=1
W(k),
to have the same block-Toeplitz structure
t
=
n + 1,.. .,2n + p.
as^ W.
Therefore, the independent variables in
W(k) are S i ( k ) , ..., an(k), Hi(k), ..., H^(k], and Furthermore,
& ( * ) . , £ „ ( * ) . Let

fc(fc)

i

$(*),

(27)

t=l...n,

..

y . (28)

(25)
Furthermore, for convenience we define the following
partitioning matrices for constructing the gradient of
J(k):
-I

Note that if

- ^ 0 then e(]fc) ^ 0 and $(fc) ^ 0.

We now consider the Toeplitz/ARMARKO V weight
matrix update law
(29)
SWOb)

-1

where r/(k) is the adaptive step size. Finally, define
the ARMARKOV weight matrix error by

E(k)

0(pi_l)xl

It

= W-W(k).

(30)

Then it follows from (30) and (29) that

E(k + 1) = E(k)
,

and

t = n + 1,..., 2n + /i,

e(k)

•

ew(k)

= E(k)$(k).

(31)
(32)

Theorem 3.1 Consider the update law (29), assume that ^ '' ^ 0, i > 0, and suppose the adaptive step size r](k) satisfies

'

=P,

|2

0 < r)(k) <

=

2 '

(33)

QW(k)

=

Then {||#(A)||F}£L0 is decreasing. Furthermore, if
r)(k) = J7opt(*), where

[ u mx(p-t.i-f>- 3 ) m )

A P||e(*)||5

t = n + l,.
«' + J < 2n
=

[O mx (,,- m )

2 '

7 m ],

dW(k)

t

Then V7(fc) can be written as

i=n+lj=l

(34)

then \\E(k
dition,

(26)

+ 1)||F

- ||S()k)||p is minimized. If, in ad-

sup

•?(*)

- 1

(35)

and
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0<inf||*(*)|| 2 <sup||$(*)|| a <oo,

(36)

then

(37)
k=0

Consequently,

Hm £ (fc) = Q,

and

= o.

i.

(38)

Definition 3.2 The sequence {u(fc)}£°_0 is
strongly persistent with respect to the ARMARKOV/Toeplitz representation of G(z) if the fol-

lowing three conditions are satisfied:
0
{«(*)}£<> a"d {y(*)}r=o are bounded.

(39)
0.

uT(k-p+l)

Remark 3.1 If we chose the adaptive step size
rj(k) = e«/opt(*) , 0 < a < 2,

(40)

Hi)

k > 0 there exist Jb < ri(jt) < • • • < rt(k)
such that <&(ri(Jb)), . . . , *(r,(/b)) are

or the computationally simpler adaptive step size of
'V

'

ion JK / » \ n2 '

\

'

then (35) holds.

There exists 5 > 0 such that for all

linearly independent and
ffmin[*(ri(*)) ... *(r, (*))]> 6.

= 0 then it follows from

Lemma 3.2 If the sequence {«(^)}^°_0 is strongly
persistent then it is also persistent.

update law (29) that W(k + 1) = W(k) and hence

Note that G(z) is asymptotically stable if and only

Remark 3.2 If

W (k)

\\E(k+ 1)||F = ||£(A:)||F. Therefore, it follows from if it is bounded-input bounded-output stable. Hence,
Theorem 3.1 that the update law (29) with the the if G(z} is asymptotically stable and {w(fc)}£!0 is
adaptive step size (33) is stable is the sense that
~_0 is nonincreasing.

bounded then {y(fc)}£L0 is bounded. However, we do

not assume that G(z] is asymptotically stable since
a bounded {u(^)}tLo can be constructed which proThus far we have shown that the update law (29) duces a bounded {y(k)}^L0 even if G(z) is unstable.
with either the adaptive step size (40) or (41) causes
Theorem 3.2 Consider the update law (29). Asthe output error vector e(k) to converge to zero sume {u(&)}£lo is persistent with respect to G(z) and
if the inputs and outputs are bounded from below let the adaptive step size r/(k) be given by (41). Then
away from zero and bounded from above. However,
lim W(k) = W.
(42)
this condition on the input and output sequences
is not strong enough to guarantee that W(k) con- Moreover, if {u(k)}k=0 is strongly persistent with reverges to W. To guarantee W(k) converges to W we spect to G(z) and the adaptive step size r/(k) is given
require a persistent excitation if using the adaptive by (40) then (42) holds.
step size (41) or a strongly persistent excitation if
Next we consider the special case of a finite impulse
using the adaptive step size (40). Let crm\n(-) denote the minimum singular value. For convenience response filter and show that if the input sequence
{u(fc)}£L0 is an impulse then W(k) converges to W
let qi = (p + n — l)f, 92 = (p + n ~ l)>n + M m > and
in
a finite number of steps.
q = (p + n - !)(/ + m) + urn so that $(jk) G TV.
Lemma 3.3 Consider the SISO finite impulse reDefinition 3.1 The sequence {u(k)}'£L0 is persissponse
filter
tent with respect to the ARMARKOV/Toeplitz rep/-ix-A _= fi-i
IT
jj —1 +
. • • •+
. 77
(jr(z)
+i noz
rir-iz— r-H , t/t')\
(4o)
resentation of G(z] if the following three conditions
are satisfied:
with the update law (29) and the adaptive step size
°=0 and {y(fc)}Jlo are bounded.
0
(40). Furthermore, let
«(*)"
u(k) = 1 , k = 0,
>0
«0
inft>o
= 0, *>1,
_u(k- n-p- n + 2)
in') There exists 6 > 0 such that for all k > 0 and n > r. Then
there exist k < ri(fc) < • • • < r q ( k )
such that $(ri(i)), . . . , $ (
are linearly independent and

W(k) = W , k>ft.

(44)

If, in addition, W(Q) = 0, then

W(k) = W , k>r.
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(45)

Theorem 3.2 shows that if a persistent or strongly
persistent excitation is used, defending upon the
adaptive step size chosen, then W(k) converges to

Lemma 4.2 Consider the predicted error function
(50) with ARMARKOV weight matrix update law
(48) and the predicted output error (49). Then

dJ(k)

W and therefore, we can obtain the the Markov parameters H-i,..., Hft-2.

4

rj(k)

dw(k)

8W(k)

?

Recursive Pseudo-Toeplitz Algorithm

(51)

For convenience let I (xn = [// ••• /;] e 7l /xn(
and "o" denote the Hadamard product of two maProposition 4.1 If
trices. We now constrain W(k) to have the same
block-zero or causal structure as W^Furthermore, we tive step size rj(k) = r; tj>
assume the remaining entries of W(k) are independent, which does not explicitly take into account the
block-Toeplitz structure of W. Hence, the gradient
of J ( k ) in now defined to be
,-,

W(k)

= —U o (e(fc)4> T (jb)) ,

where U e ftp'x(( P -fn-iXH-m)+Aim)
-~lxn

0,

..-

0,

defined by

I/ r52n x)

||aty(t)|| F

——

(46)
is positive and minimizes J(k).
) then

defined by

Furthermore, if

l|x(n+^-l)m
. — —————————————

o(

U

is

0, then the adap-

Ol

(53)

———— _J_ — [

2

o,
.

0(

0|

Jlxn

Olxm

Ofxm

Olxm

(47)

The following result considers the adaptive step
size proposed in [2].
Proposition 4.2 Let G(z) be an / x m transfer
function. The adaptive step size rj(k) = Vopt(^) de-

fined b

y

Note that ^ ^ is not necessarily a block-Toeplitz
W(t)
matrix.
satisfies
Lemma 4.1
= 0 if and onlyJ if
0.

. . A iiemii:

, ,

(54)

f.

BW(k)F

=

^opt(*) , P = 1 and / = 1, (55)

<

I7opt(*) , p > 1 or / > 1,

(56)

We now consider the ARMARKOV weight matrix
for all k > 0. Furthermore, if r)(k) = rjopt(k) then
update law
(48)

where r/(k) is the adaptive step size, and define the
predicted output error e~(fc) by

e(k) = Y(k) - W(k + !)*(*),

(49)

and the predicted error function J ( k ) defined by

J(k)
Note that if Si

;. (57)

4
l-^ill
\dW(k)\\
F

and

er(k)e(k) = 0.

(58)

If, in addition, p = 1 and / = 1 then
?(k) = 0.

(50)

= 0 then W(k + 1) = W(k),

(59)

Finally, it follows from the update law (48) that
at
dJ(fc)

(60)

e(k) = s ( k ) , and J(^) is independent of rj(k). Let
|| • ||2 and || • ||p denote the spectral and Frobenius Theorem4.1 will show that rjopt(k) to be optimal with
respect to minimizing \\E(k + 1)||2 - |
norms, respectively.
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Next we consider the special case of a finite impulse
Theorem 4.1 Consider the update law (48), asfc
response
filter and show that j£ the input sequence
sume that y ^ 7^ 0, k > 0, and assume that the

{ u (^)}jbLo is an impulse then W(k) converges to W
in a finite number of steps.

W {Kj

adaptive step size r](k) satisfies

0 < i;(*) < 2»fcpt(*).

(61)
Lemma 4.3 Consider the SISO finite impulse reThen {||£(fc)||F}r=o is decreasing. Furthermore, if sponse filter
r,(k) = ijopt(k) then ||£?(Jb + 1)||F - \\E(k)\\l is miniG(z] = H-i + Hoz'1 + ••• + Hr-2z-r+1 , (69)
mized. If, in addition,

sup r2^ - 1 < 1,
and

0 < inf ||*(A)||3 < sup ||*(i)||3 < oo,

with the update law (48) with either the adaptive

(62)
step size (52) or (54). Furthermore, let
«(*) = 1, * = 0,
= 0, J t > 1,
(63)
and (i > r. Then

then

W(k) = W , k > f

(64)

(70)

k=0

Consequently,

\[m £^) = 0,
t—oo

and

Hm

(65)

If, in addition, W(Q) = 0, then

(71)

W(k)

= 0.

(66)

Theorern_4.2 shows that if a persistent excitation is
used then W(k) converges to W and therefore, we can
Remark 4.1 If we chose the adaptive step size obtain the the Markov parameters H-\, . . . , H^-I. In
the next section we use these Markov parameters to
such that
construct state-space realizations.
T)(k) = a»?opt(£) , 0 < a < 2,
(67)

5

then (62) holds.
Remark 4.2 If

= 0 then it follows from

update law (48) that W(k + 1) = W(k) and hence
\\E(k + 1)||F = ||£(Jb)||F. Therefore, it follows from
Theorem 4.1 that the update law (48) with the the
adaptive step size (61) is stable is the sense that
£L0 is nonincreasing.

Minimal Realizations from Markov
Parameters

This section gives a brief overview of [1] showing
how minimal realizations are constructed using dif-

ferent decompositions of the the Markov block Hankel matrix W r>1 (0). Let Hj(k) denote the estimation
of the Markov parameter Hj obtained from the AR-

MARKOV weight matrix W(k). For positive integers
r and s and for k > — 1 the Markov block Hankel
r+
s+ m
Thus far we have shown that the update law (48) matrix Kr,,j en^ ^'^ ^ is defined by
with either the adaptive step size (52) or (67) causes

the output error vector e(k) to converge to zero if
the inputs and outputs are bounded from below away
from zero and bounded from above. However, this
condition on the input and output^sequences is not
strong enough to guarantee that W(k) converges to
W. To guarantee W(k) converges to W requires a

persistent excitation.
Theorem 4.2 Consider the update law with the

lim W(k) = W.

Let G(z) denote the transfer function whose ARMARKOV weight matrix is W. We begin by stating
a well-known result concerning the rank of W r ,»,o [7,

adaptive step size given by (52) or (67). If
is persistent with respect to G(z) then
k—»oo

(72)

p. 442], which in turn specifies the minimum number of Markov parameters necessary for constructing

a minimal realization.
(68)

Lemma 5.1 Assume G(z) has McMillan degree n,
and let r, s > n — 1. Then rank W r ,j,o = »•
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Let the first q rows of P, ETil, and Q, respectively, then a
reduced-order realization that approximates G(z) is
given by
denote the transfer function cor-

For convenience let

»; X j

D
C
responding to the state-space realization (1) and (2).

<?(*)'

H-!

The notation " ~ " denotes a minimal realization.
The following result provides a method for constructing a realization of G(z) from a sufficiently large but
finite number of Markov parameters.

(78)
For a system of McMillan degree n ERA requires
r, s > n — 1. Note that for r, s = n — 1 the highest indexed Markov parameter in 7ir,j,i is #i+r+j =
Theorem 5.1 Let G(z) have McMillan degree n, Hin-i. Therefore, ERA requires at least the first
let r,s > n- 1, and let P £ 7£(>-+i)'xn ) ^ g f t n x ^ 2n + 1 Markov parameters in order to identify a sysand Q £ 7£»»x(j+i)m be such that Er>l is positive tem of McMillan degree n.
definite and
ftr,,,0 = PET>iQ.
(73)
6
Numerical Example

Furthermore, let PL and QR denote left and right

In this section both the recursive pseudo-Toeplitz
and recursive Toeplitz algorithms are used to obtain estimates of the first six Markov parameters of
G(z) ^^ —^———^^— —^——
a second-order SISO discrete-time system. This nu(74) merical example is a single degree-of-freedom oscilMoreover, the s-stage controllability and r-stage ob- lator with a natural frequency /„ of 10 Hz and a
damping ratio p of 1%. The transfer function of this
servability Gramians of (74) are given by
1
1 2
We = E^^QQ^Er,,^ , Wo — E / P
^^
Sfxrtal Norm Output Emxinverses of P and Q, respectively. Then

Next we choose the factorization (73) according to
the Singular Value Decomposition. In this case Theorem 5.1 yields the Eigensystem Realization Algorithm
(ERA) [3].
Corollary 5.1 Let G(z) have McMillan degree n,
and let r,s > n— 1. Furthermore, let P £ 7£( r+1 )' Xn ,

£r,, 6 7l nxn , and Q £ ftnxO+iVn satisfy (73), where
PTP = QQT = / and Sr>, - diag(o-j' J ,..., o£*),
where cr\'' > • • • > a^' > 0 are the singular values of
nr,,,0. Then

'jjjjjUjiHjHjiiiijHHiii ii|!|||!:;mim||i||!;|{|j||i|ii!

G(z)

100

(76)
Moreover, this realization is (r, s)-finitely balanced

with

Wc,=W0r = Er,..

200

300

400

500

600

700

SOO

900

Figure 1: Pseudo-Toeplitz Algorithm, /j. = 6, n = 2,
p = 4, White Noise .

(77)

The structure of the ERA realization (76) suggests
that if the last n — q entries of S are small compared to the first q entries, then truncating the last

continuous-time second-order system is given by

n - q states of (76) will result in a reduced-order
realization that retains the dominant dynamic characteristics of the actual system G(z). Therefore, let
-Hrs0 = PZrsQ where P e 7^ r+1 )' x " ) I7r, <Eft" X n ,

with a minimal realization given by

Q 'e

7l nx(, + l ) m )

pTp = ggT _ j^

1000

and

(79

>

^ _

s

diag((7i'*,.. .,<r% ). Letting PI, Eit and Qi denote A zero-order-hold discretization of (80)
the first q columns, the leading q x q submatrix, and frequency of 100 Hz is given by
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8.0981e - 1
3.6701e-fl

*(*+!) =

y(k)

=

[6.2832e + l

Sp«c*»l Norm of |u(k)... u(k-10))

9.2964e - 3
7.9813e - 1 =(*),

0]
(81)
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Figure 3: Pseudo-Toeplitz Algorithm, n — 6, n = 2,
p = 4, White Noise .
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Recursive Pseudo-Toeplitz Algorithm

The convergence of the recursive pseudo-Toeplitz
algorithm with the ARMARKOV model having (j. =
6, n = 2, and p = 4 and the input being zero-mean
uncorrelated random noise with a uniform distribution and a standard deviation of -4- is shown in
Figures 1 and 2. Note that q = (p + n - !)(/ +
m) + ;im = 16. The || [u(A) ••• u(k - 10)]||2 and

\

'0

20

r

The convergence of the recursive Toeplitz algorithm with the ARMARKOV model having /« = 6,
n = 2, and p = 4 and the input being zero-mean uncorrelated random noise with a uniform distribution
and a standard deviation of -4- is shown in Figure 4.
The six estimated Markov parameters are shown to
have converged after approximately 70 time steps.

Figure 2: Pseudo-Toeplitz Algorithm, /j = 6, n = 2,
p = 4, Convergence of Estimated Markov Parameters, White Noise.
ffmin ([$(*) ••• $(* + 15)]) are shown in Figure 3
where || [u(k) ••• u(k - 10)]||2 > 0.5, it > 0 and
^min ([$(*) ••• $(*+ !5)]) > 2.2e- 16, the machine precision, at a significant number of time steps
indicating the input is persistent. The six estimated
Markov parameters were obtained by averaging over
the corresponding entries of W(k) and are shown to
have converged after only 100 steps in Figure 2. Note
the optimal adaptive step size 7?opt(fc) remains approximately constant while dJ(k
decreases ex\aw(k)
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ponentially in Figure 1. Although nOt shown, per- Figure 4: Recursive Toeplitz Algorithm, /* = 6,
n = 2, p = 4, Convergence of Estimated Markov
formance of this algorithm with ,opt?(fc) was indistinParameters, White Noise.
guishable to that when using the r7opt(fc) since rjo t j/ t %
was only slightly smaller that ^ opt (i).
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7

Identification of an Acoustic Duct

Sfxcfrat Norm Output Error

10>

!!;ii!i!!ijgi!iil!iilii!!!!!!!lil!i!n!!!ii!ii|g!iiliiiiii!{!J!i!!!ii!!H!!ni!i:!!!i!!!i!!!!!!i
In this section the pseudo-Toeplitz/ERA algorithm |10'
was used to identify the transfer function from a £10" !m!!!!!!!lnOTi!!!!i!ii
speaker amplifier input to a microphone amplifier
output from 0 to 400 Hz. A spectrum analyzer
with a display window bandwidth of 400 Hz, sampling frequency of 1024 Hz, was used to produce the
white-noise excitation signal as well as record both
FRF's and the input and output time-histories. The
FRF M«MUr«d ft 40ft Ordw ERA
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<°°
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Figure 6: Pseudo-Toeplitz Algorithm, /x = 210, n =
40, p = 4, Acoustic Duct.

3 seconds of data. The estimated Markov parameters were obtained from the total input and output time- histories. The 20th order model obtained
with ERA and shown in Figure 7 was the best. Note
that the estimated Markov parameters caused ERA
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
Fr.qu.ncy (Hz)
to produced an unstable 40th order model. In fact
all models above 20th order were either poor fits
Figure 5: Frequency-Domain ID of Acoustic Duct. or unstable. Finally, Figure 8 shows the convergence of 20th order identified models of the adapspeaker was mounted on the side of an open-closed tive Toeplitz/ERA algorithm after 1, 2, 3, and 4 secacoustic duct 19.75 feet long. All of the modes of onds of data. While the 40th order frequency-domain
the duct between 0 and 400 Hz were purely longiFRF Musurad v» 20th Ordw ERA
tudinal modes. The microphone was mounted very
close to the speaker compared to the wavelength of
the highest frequency mode below 400 Hz and therefore, was considered to be colocated with respect to
the speaker. For comparison purposes, the inverse of
a measured FRF was used with ERA in order to obtain a frequency-domain identified model. The size of
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
the Markov block Hankel matrices used in ERA was
chosen to be 100 x 100. The frequency-domain anal\
ysis produced a 40th-order model which is plotted
along with the measured FRF in Figure 5.
The input and output time- histories consisted of
4096 data points with a length of approximately 4 secv
onds. In order to be able to make a direct comparison
50
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
to the frequency-domain identified model the Markov
Fr.qu.nc/(Hz)
Block Hankel matrix was chosen to be 100 x 100
which required fj. > 201. The ARMARKOV model Figure 7: Pseudo-Toeplitz/ERA Time-Domain ID of
was chosen to have /A = 210, n = 40, and p — 4. Acoustic Duct.
The algorithm is shown in Figure 6 to have stopped
converging after 3000 data points or approximately model does better approximate the measured FRF of
// I / V,
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the duct compared to the 20th order time-domain ties of the algorithm should be enhanced.
model, the time-domain model still captures the
Finally, the recursive pseudo-Toeplitz/ERA algomost significant duct modes. Hence, the adaptive rithm was applied off-line successfully to identify the
Toeplitz/ERA algorithm has provided a reasonable dynamics of an acoustic duct and generate a relatively high order realization.
model of the duct.

8

Conclusions

We have introduced two recursive time-domain
identification algorithms that estimate the Markov
parameters, based upon an ARMARKOV model
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